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Alex4D Animation Transitions

Thank you for buying my first commercial plugin pack for Final Cut Pro X. 

Alex4D Animation Transitions are a quick way of animating graphics, stills, titles and video 
footage onto and off the screen. Use them to add character to elements in your film so you can 
concentrate on telling your story.

The advantage of using transitions to do animation is that they are very quick to apply. Using 
transitions means that is very easy to change animation timing – when the animation happens and 
how quickly. You can drag transitions up and down the timeline and change their duration quickly, 
instead of setting keyframes in the inspector and modifying their timing using animation graphs. 
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Installation

Alex4D Animation Transitions are distributed using the FxFactory post production app store. 
FxFactory is a free application you can download from FxFactory.com As with the Apple App Store 
for the Mac, once you have paid for any plugins on one Mac, you can use your FxFactory ID to 
download those plugins onto your other Macs.

When you first download and install the FxFactory application, it activates many free plugins and 
a few trial versions of commercial plugins. If you don’t want FxFactory to add too many effects, 
transitions, generators and titles to Final Cut Pro X, use the Disable All Products and Disable Trial 
Products commands from the FxFactory Actions menu. Go to the Installed tab to activate the 
products you’d like to try or use in Final Cut Pro X.

Visit FxFactory to find out more about trying and purchasing plugins. 

https://fxfactory.com
https://fxfactory.com
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Applying

Make sure the Transitions Browser visible. Do one of the following:1. 

Click the Transitions button in the toolbar:• 

Choose • Window : Media Browser : Transitions from the menu bar. 

Click the 2. Alex4D Animation Transitions category to only view transitions in that category.

Do one of the following:3. 

Drag a transition from the Transitions Browser to one of the following places:• 

to an edit point between two clips. -

to a clip in a storyline. -

to the start or end of a connected storyline. -

to a connected clip, title or generator. -

Instead of dragging a transition to one of the places listed above, select one of them and then • 
double-click a transition. You can also select multiple clips to apply the same transition to 
multiple edit points at the same time. If one or more of the clips you select is a connected clip, 
Final Cut will convert them into individual connected storylines with your chosen transition at the 
begining and end.

 
Connected clips on their own - be they video, graphics, generators or titles – cannot have 
transitions at their start or end. When you apply a transition to a connected clip by dragging or 
double-clicking, Final Cut automatically creates a connected secondary storyline with only the 
single clip. Then it adds the transition to the start and end of the clip.
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Transitions between clips require that there is enough content on both sides of the edit point for 
them to overlap for the duration of the transition. If there isn’t, you’ll see a message like this:

For more information, go to How transitions are created in the Final Cut Pro X documentation.

Incoming clips and outgoing clips

In this documentation clips are referred to as incoming or outgoing. The incoming clip is the new 
clip that comes after the outgoing clip in the timeline. Clips to the right of a transition are the 
incoming clip, clips to the left of a transition are the outgoing clip. In this case, the incoming clip of 
the transition is Uni background 2009.MVI_0233 whereas the outoing clip of the transition is a 
compound clip named Traffic Bokeh.

If a connected clip – named r03-71 in this case – has a transition at both ends, the connected clip 
is the incoming clip for the transition at its start (because the clip is to the right of the transition). 
The connected clip the outgoing clip for the transition at its end.

In the case of connected clips, at the start transitions should transition the incoming clip over the 
outgoing clip (the background). At the end of the connected clip, transitions should transition the 
outgoing clip over the incoming clip (the background).

https://help.apple.com/finalcutpro/mac/10.2/index.html?localePath=en.lproj#/ver761c7150
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How Alex4D Animation Transitions work

All Alex4D Animation Transitions work in one of two ways. They either

animate the • incoming clip from a chosen position, angle and scale over the outgoing clip (or 
over the background) or

animate the • outgoing clip to a chosen position, angle and scale over the incoming clip (or over 
the background).

You choose which way a transition works by setting its Kind in the inspector:

The Kind setting tells you which clip will animate - the incoming clip or the outgoing clip.

When used in Final Cut Pro X plugins, position values are defined so that the centre of the screen is 
(0,0), X values increase from left to right and Y values increase from bottom to top.

1.0

1.5

1280 wide by 720 high or
1920 wide by 1080 high or

3840 wide by 2160 high

2048 wide by 1024 or
4096 wide by 2048 or
5120 wide by 2560
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-0.5

-1.0

-1.5

(0,0)

0.5

0.5 1.-0.5 (0,0)

As plugins can be used in any size project, these values are in proportion to the project height. This 
means that if you move transitions between projects of different sizes, animation is scaled up or 
down in proportion. 1.0 px is the height of the project, so animating that far in project that is 1080 
pixels high means moving 1080 pixels.
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For example, when Move is set to X: 1.77 px and Y: 1.0 px
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(1.77, 1.0)

Kind In

If Kind is set to In, the incoming clip will animate so that the clip animates so that its X position 
animates from 1.77 to 0 and its Y position animates from 1.0 to 0.
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0.5
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Kind Out
Out: Move Opposite Disabled

If Kind is set to Out, the outgoing clip will animate so that the clip animates so that its X position 
animates from 0 to 1.77 and its Y position animates from 0 to 1.0.
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As it is a common operation to animate connected clips off the screen in the opposite direction 
from where they came in – so as to keep them moving in the same direction – there is the Out: 
Move Opposite option. 

In this case although the value for X remains 1.77 px and Y remains 1.0 px, the outgoing clip 
animates off the screen so its centre ends up at (-1.77, -1.0).
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(-1.77, -1.0)

Kind Out
Out: Move Opposite Enabled

Most Alex4D Animation Transitions are set so that Out: Move Opposite is enabled. This means that 
if you apply it to a connected clip so it animates onto the screen in a certain direction, when you 
apply the same transition to the end of the clip (and change the Kind to Out), it animates off the 
screen in the same direction.

There are equivalent settings for spin and size animation: Out: Spin Opposite and Out: Size 
Opposite.
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On-screen controls

Once you have applied a transition to a clip, you can use on-screen controls to change settings.

For example, if you have applied a transition that animates position, you can change the move 
location of the animation by dragging the black on-screen control to a new screen location.

You can also crop the transition so that the animating clip can seem to come from behind other 
elements in the frame. Do this by dragging one or both of the Crop Corner hollow on-screen 
controls.
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To see where the incoming clip animates from (or where the outgoing clip animates to), use the 
Show Setup option in the transition inspector:

The Setup overlay is useful when sizing, spinning and moving a clip, as it shows the initial angle, 
size and position of the incoming clip - or the eventual angle, size and position of the outgoing clip.

As well as the black Move on-screen control and the two hollow Crop on-screen controls, there is 
the grey filled-in Animation Centre on-screen control.

This is helpful for transitions that scale and spin, as these animations look different based on the 
centre around which they animate.

This title has had the Spin Anti 4D transition applied. By default the title spins in an aniti-clockwise 
direction around the centre of the screen.

After the filled-in Animation Centre on-screen control is moved to the lower left, the title spins 
anti-clockwise around the new centre point.
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Plugin list

The pack is made up of three themes

Alex4D Animation•  – a set of 88 transitions that move, spin, size and split clips in standard 
directions. ‘Standard directions’ means that where there’s a Move Down 4D transition, there’ll 
be other transitions that complement it such as Move Left 4D, Move Right 4D and Move Up 
4D.

Alex4D Animation Preset•  – a set of 30 more transitions that demonstrate more features, 
including transitions specifically designed to be applied to Lower Third titles. 

Alex4D Master•  – two master transitions that you can use to base your own custom transitions 
on.

Transitions in Final Cut Pro X are always listed in alphabetical order:

Alex4D Animation

Grow 4D Scales up the incoming clip from 25% of its final size, fading it in for the first quarter of the 
transition.  
Equivalent that scales down: Shrink 4D.

Grow a little 4D Scales up the incoming clip from 75% of its final size. 
Equivalent that scales down: Shrink a little 4D.

Grow Divide Landscape 4D Divides the clip into two landscape-oriented parts with the top part 
scaling up from 25% of its final size and the bottom part scaling down from 175% of its final size. 
Eqivalent that scales down: Shrink Divide Landscape 4D.

Grow Divide Portrait 4D Divides the clip into two portrait-oriented parts with the left part scaling up 
from 25% of its final size and the right part scaling down from 175% of its final size. 
Eqivalent that scales down: Shrink Divide Portrait 4D.
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Move Down 4D Moves the incoming clip down from off the top edge of the screen. The distance 
the clip moves is based on the project height: in a 1080 pixel high project, the clip will move down 
1080 pixels into place, fading in for the first quarter of the duration of the transition. 
Equivalents that move in other directions: Move Left 4D, Move Right 4D and Move Up 4D.

Move Down a little 4D Moves the incoming clip down a little. The clip moves 1⁄6th of the the height 
of the project: in a 1080 pixel high project, the clip will move down 180 pixels into place. 
Equivalents that move in other directions: Move Left a little 4D, Move Right a little 4D and Move Up 
a little 4D.

Move Down Grow 4D Moves the incoming clip down while growing it from 25% of its final size. The 
clip moves 1⁄2 of the height of the project: in a 1080 pixel high project, the clip will move down 540 
pixels into place. The clip scales up and moves down from the top edge. 
Equivalents that move in other directions: Move Left Grow 4D, Move Right Grow 4D and Move Up 
Grow 4D.

Move Down Shrink 4D Moves the incoming clip down while shrinking it from 150% of its final size. 
The clip moves 1⁄2 of the height of the project: in a 1080 pixel high project, the clip will move down 
540 pixels into place. The clip scales down and moves down from the top edge. 
Equivalents that move in other directions: Move Left Shrink 4D, Move Left Shrink 4D and Move Left 
Shrink 4D.

Move Down Divide Landscape 4D Divides the clip into two landscape-oriented parts with the top 
part moving down and bottom part moving up to join it. Each part moves 2⁄3rds of the height of the 
project: in a 1080 pixel high project, the clip will move down 720 pixels into place. 
Equivalents that move in other directions: Move Left Divide Landscape 4D and Move Right Divide 
Landscape 4D.
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Move Up Divide Landscape 4D Divides the clip into two landscape-oriented parts with the top part 
moving up from a centre horizontal line and bottom part moving down from the same line. Each 
part is masked so it is revealed as it moves. Each part moves 1⁄2 of the height of the project: in a 
1080 pixel high project, each half of the clip will move 540 pixels into place. 
An equivalent that moves horizontally from a vertical line, each part moving 1⁄2 of the width of the 
project: in a 1920 pixel wide project, each half of the clip will move 960 pixels into place: Move Left 
Divide Portrait 4D.

Move Down Divide Portrait 4D Divides the clip into two portrait-oriented parts with the left part 
moving down and right part moving up next to it. Each part moves 2⁄3rds of the height of the 
project: in a 1080 pixel high project, the clip will move down 720 pixels into place. 
Equivalents that move in other directions: Move Right Divide Portrait 4D and Move Up Divide 
Portrait 4D.

Move Left Down 4D Moves the clip from an off-screen point to the top-right, moving the width of 
the project to the left and the height of the project down. In a 1920 by 1080 pixel project, it moves 
the incoming clip left 1920 pixels and down 1080 pixels. 
Equivalents that move in other directions: Move Left Up 4D, Move Right Down 4D and Move Right 
Up 4D.

Spin Anti 4D Spins the clip anti-clockwise 90º - a quarter turn – fading it in for 25% of the duration 
of the transition. 
Equivalents that spin in other directions: Spin Clock 4D, Spin Down 4D, Spin Left 4D, Spin Right 
4D and Spin Up 4D.

Spin Right a little 4D Spins the clip to the right 22.5º - a 1⁄16th turn – fading it in for 25% of the 
duration of the transition. 
Equivalents that spin in other directions: Spin Anti a little 4D, Spin Clock a little 4D, Spin Down a 
little 4D, Spin Left a little 4D, Spin Right a little 4D and Spin Up a little 4D.
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Spin Anti Divide Landscape 4D Divides the clip into two landscape-oriented parts, spins the top 
half of the clip anti-clockwise 90º - a quarter turn – fading it in for 25% of the duration of the 
transition, while the bottom half spins in the opposite direction. The top half is masked that so it is 
only visible in the top part of the screen as it animates. The bottom half is masked so that it is only 
visible in the bottom part of the screen as it animates. 
Equivalents that spin in other directions: Spin Clock Divide Landscape 4D, Spin Down Divide 
Landscape 4D, Spin Left Divide Landscape 4D, Spin Right Divide Landscape 4D and Spin Up 
Divide Landscape 4D.

Spin Left Divide Portrait 4D Divides the clip into two portrait-oriented parts, spins the left half of the 
clip to the left by 90º - a quarter turn – fading it in for 25% of the duration of the transition, while the 
right half spins in the opposite direction. The left half is masked so that it is only visible in the left 
part of the screen as it animates. The right half is masked so that it is only visible in the right part of 
the screen as it animates. 
Equivalents that spin in other directions: Spin Anti Divide Portrait 4D, Spin Clock Divide Portrait 4D, 
Spin Down Divide Portrait 4D, Spin Right Divide Portrait 4D and Spin Up Divide Portrait 4D.

Spin Anti Grow 4D Spins the clip anti-clockwise 90º - a quarter turn – and grows it from 25% of its 
final size. 
Equivalents that spin in other directions: Spin Clock Grow 4D, Spin Down Grow 4D, Spin Left Grow 
4D, Spin Right Grow 4D and Spin Up Grow 4D.

Spin Anti Move Down 4D Spins the clip anti-clockwise 90º - a quarter turn – and moves it down 
from the top edge of the screen. 
Equivalents that spin and move in other directions: Spin Anti Move Left 4D, Spin Anti Move Right 
4D, Spin Anti Move Up 4D, Spin Clock Move Down 4D, Spin Clock Move Left 4D, Spin Clock 
Move Right 4D, Spin Clock Move Up 4D, Spin Down Move Down 4D, Spin Left Move Left 4D, Spin 
Right Move Right 4D and 

Spin Up Move Up 4D
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Spin Anti Shrink 4D Spins the clip anti-clockwise 90º - a quarter turn – and shrinks it from 175% of 
its final size. 
Equivalents that spin in other directions: Spin Clock Shrink 4D, Spin Down Shrink 4D, Spin Left 
Shrink 4D, Spin Right Shrink 4D and Spin Up Shrink 4D.

Spin Right Down 4D Spins the clip to the left and down at the same time. 
Equivalents that spin in other directions: Spin Left Up 4D, Spin Left Down 4D and Spin Right Up 
4D.

Alex4D Animation

Chomp Diagonal 4D Divides the clip into two parts diagonally and brings both parts in from 
opposite corners so that they bounce when they meet.  
Equivalents that move in other directions: Chomp Landscape 4D and Chomp Portrait 4D.

Flap Lower 4D Divides the clip into two landscape orientated parts. The upper part quickly fades in 
over 15% of the duration of the transition while the lower part swings in by spinning down from 
90º. 
Equivalent that spins in another direction: Flap Right 4D.

Grow Top then Grow Bottom 4D Divides the clip into two landscape orientated parts. A white 
horizontal line fades in marking the boundary between the two parts. The top part grows from 25% 
of its final size over the first half of the duration of the transition. Then the bottom part grows from 
25% of its final size. The white line fades out by the end of the transition.

L Third Divided Move Left 4D Divides the clip into two landscape-oriented parts - dividing at the 
point between the main lower third text and the smaller lower third text. The top part moves to the 
left from the right fading in for 15% of the duration of the transition, then the bottom moves to the 
left from the right. 
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Equivalents that animate lower thirds in two parts: L Third Divided Move Up 4D, L Third Divided 
Spin Clock 4D, L Third Divided Spin Down 4D and Third Divided Spin Right 4D.

L Third Move Down Cropped 4D Moves the clip down into place, cropped so that it is only visible 
in the lower third part of the screen. 
An equivalent that moves in the opposite direction - when Kind is Out, as it moves up it is cropped 
so that it is visible only in the lower third part of the screen: L Third Move Up Cropped 4D.

Move Down Intense 4D Moves the incoming clip down from far away and with a high Springyness 
value. Designed for very short transition durations. 
Equivalents: Move Left Intense 4D, Move Up Intense 4D, Spin Clock Intense 4D, Spin Down 
Intense 4D and Spin Right Intense 4D.

Move Down Landscape Twice 4D Divides the clip into two landscape-oriented parts. First moves 
the top half down, then moves the bottom half down cropped so that it is only visible in the lower 
half of the screen as it animates. 
An equivalent in opposite direction: Move Up Landscape Twice 4D

Move Left Half 4D Moves the incoming clip to the left, cropping it so that it is only visible in the left 
side of the screen. 
Equivalents that move in other directions: Move Right Half 4D and Move Up Half 4D.

North-West Spin 4D Animates the incoming clip from the top-left spinning it down and to the right.
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North-West Spin Divided 4D Divides the incoming clip into two parts along a diagonal line, and 
animates the top left part from the top-left spinning it down and to the right and animates the 
bottom right part in the opposite direction and angle.

Spin Clock Scale D Landscape 4D Divides the incoming clip into two landscape parts. Scales up 
and spins the top part followed by the bottom part.

Spin Corners Divide Landscape 4D Divides the incoming clip into two landscape parts. Moves the 
top part in from the top-left corner of the scale while scaling it up and spinning it clockwise, then 
animates the bottom half from the opposite position, spinning it anticlockwise while scaling it up.

Twist Join Landscape 4D Divides the incoming clip into two landscape parts adding a white line at 
the division point, spins the top half to the left while moving it down while animating the bottom half 
in the opposite direction and spin. 
Equivalent that divides and animates horizontally: Twist Join Portrait 4D.

Alex4D Master

Animate 4D Defaults to fading the incoming clip on over the first 25% of the duration of the 
transition. Base your own custom combinations of settings on this transition.

Animate and Divide 4D Defaults to dividing the incoming clip into two landscape-oriented parts, 
fading the top part in first, then the bottom part. Base your own custom combinations of settings 
on this transition.
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Inspector settings

To get more precise control over transition settings and access more features, use the transition 
inspector.

To see the inspector, do one of the following:

Click the Show Inspector button in the toolbar• 

• Choose Window : Show Inspector from the menu bar.

Press Command-4• 

When you select an Alex4D Animation transition while the inspector is visible, you’ll see the 
parameters you can change.

For transitions that animate one thing, that is that only moves, spins or scales, the inspector will 
look like this:
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For transitions that animate more than one thing, the list will include more parameters in the 
Transform section:

For transitions that divide the incoming or outgoing clip into two parts, the inspector will show  
more parameters in a Divide into A + B section:
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Kind

Choose whether the transitions animate

the • incoming clip or the connected clip if the transition is at the start of the storyline

the • outgoing clip or the connected clip if the transition is at the end of the storyline

Animation origin

The point around which the clip spins or scales.

In the case of transitions that only move clips, you probably won’t need to change this.

This title has had the Spin Anti 4D transition applied. By default the title spins in an aniti-clockwise 
direction with the Animate Around parameter set to Centre.

The same transition with Animate Around parameter set to Lower Third Left.
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If you want to animate around another point on the screen, or want the animation origin to be 
slightly offset from the Animate Around choice, change the value of Around Offset.

Units are in proportion to the project height. For example if you set Around Offset Y to 0.1 px, in a 
project that is 1080 pixels high, the offset is 108 pixels.

If Animate Around is Centre, then the clip will animate around a point 108 pixels above the centre 
of the project.

If Animate Around is set to Lower Third Left, then the clip will animate around a point 108 pixels 
above the origin of most standard Final Cut Pro X lower third titles.

Transform

Move 
If Kind set to In: The point from which the incoming clip moves from. 
If Kind set to Out: The point to which the outgoing clip is animated to.

In this example the clip will move in from 0.56 px from the left of the centre of the screen and from 
0.46 px above the centre of the screen. 1 px = the height of the project.

Out: Move Opposite 
This option keeps the clip moving in the same direction if Kind is set to Out: the transition will move 
the clip to the opposite position from the values of Move X and Move Y. In this case, the outgoing 
clip will move 0.56 px to the right and 0.46 px down.

Up-Down Spin - X 
A non-zero value will spin the clip up or down. The angle is where the clip starts from when 
spinning in, and where it goes to when spinning out.

Positive values spin the clip up as it animates in: 90º will spin the clip so it starts invisible and • 
then the edge facing the ‘camera’ will move up until the clip’s X rotation is 0º.

Negative values spin the clip down as it animates in: -90º will spin the clip so it starts invisible • 
and then the edge facing the ‘camera’ will move down until the clip’s X rotation is 0º.
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In this case the value for Up-Down Spin - X is -60º which means it will spin down as it animates in.

Left-Right Spin - Y 
A non-zero value will spin the clip left or right. The angle is where the clip starts from when spinning 
in, and where it goes to when spinning out. 

Positive values spin the clip left as it animates in: 90º will spin the clip so it starts invisible and • 
then the edge facing the ‘camera’ will move left until the clip’s Y rotation is 0º.

Negative values spin the clip right as it animates in: -90º will spin the clip so it starts invisible • 
and then the edge facing the ‘camera’ will move right until the clip’s Y rotation is 0º.

In this case the value for Left-Right Spin - Y is -30º which means it will spin right as it animates in.

Anti-Clock Spin - Z 
A non-zero value will spin anticlockwise or clockwise. The angle is where the clip starts from when 
spinning in, and where it goes to when spinning out. 

Positive values spin clockwise as the clip animates in: 180º will spin the clip so it starts upside • 
down and will rotate clockwise until the clip’s Z rotation is 0º.

Negative values spin anticlockwise as the clip animates in: 180º will spin the clip so it starts • 
upside down and will rotate anticlockwise until the clip’s Z rotation is 0º.

Out: Spin Opposite 
This option keeps the clip spinning in the same direction if Kind is set to Out: the transition will spin 
the clip in the opposite direction from the values of Up-Down Spin, Left-Right Spin and Anti-Clock 
Spin. In this case, the outgoing clip will spin 60º to the right and 30° down.

Size % 
sets the size of the clip as it starts animating in: the size it animates from, or the size of the clip it 
animates to. In this case, the clip will grow from 50% of its current size.

Out: Size Opposite  
This option keeps the outgoing clip scaling in the same direction if Kind is set to Out. If it is enabled 
if Size % is set to 50 the clip will scale up to 150% of its normal size as it animates out. If Size % is 
set to 0 the clip will scale up to 200% of its normal size as it animates out. Most transitions default 
to Out: Size Opposite being disabled. 
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Show Setup  
This option shows a grid on screen that shows the location, angle and scale the clip animates from 
or to (depending whether Kind is In or Out).

If Kind is set to Out, the Setup grid will show where the clip will animate to - where the Position on-
screen control is:

If Out: Move Opposite is enabled the clip will animate to the position opposite to where the Position 
on-screen control is, which where the Setup grid:

If Move is set to animate from off the edge of the screen, the Setup grid will also be off the edge of 
the screen. If Up-Down Spin - X or Left-Right Spin - Y are 90º or -90º then the Setup grid won’t be 
visible. If Size % is 0, then the clip is scaling up from 0, so the Setup grid will not be visible.

Animation

Fade In/Out % 
Controls over how much of the duration of the transition the clip fades in (or fades out if Kind is set 
to Out). If the transform settings are such that the clip starts invisible (if it is moving in from off the 
edge of the screen, or starts with a Scale % of 0), Fade In/Out % can be set to 0 so that the clip 
doesn’t fade in. The maximum duration of Fade In/Out % is 50 - half the transition duration.
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Style 

Controls how the clip changes speed as it animates in or out.

Decelerate•  - starts animating quickly and slows down towards the end of the transition.

• Ease starts animating slowly, speeds up for the middle of the transition and slows down 
towards the end. Use this if you want to establish the clip in its initial position, angle and scale 
before it starts animating:

• Constant animates at the same speed throughout the duration of the transition:
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Springyness 

High Springyness values makes the clip overshoot before settling in its final position, angle and 
size. The scale and frequency of the curve depends on the animation Style.

Sometimes when you change the value of Springyness, the animation doesn’t change. If this 
happens, change Style to a different setting, play the part of the timeline with the transition and 
then change the Style back.

Style: Decelerate Springyness: 15 Springyness: 30 Springyness: 50

Springyness: 50 Style: Decelerate Style: Ease Style: Constant

Bounce 
This setting stops the animation overshooting the final values, making it bounce back instead:

Bounce: Off Bounce: On
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Divide into A+B

Divide into A+B
Splits the clip into two parts so they can animated in different ways and/or different times.

A + B Duration 

Controls the animation timing of each part of the clip:

100% - Part A and part B animate over the whole duration of the transition.• 

88% - Part A starts animating first, • 1⁄8th of the transition duration later, part B starts animating. 
Part A stops animating 1⁄8th of the duration before the end. Part B finishes animating at the end.

75% - Part A starts animating first, • 1⁄4 of the transition duration later, part B starts animating. 
Part A stops animating 1⁄4 of the duration before the end. Part B finishes animating at the end. 
This means part A and part B animation overlaps for 50% of the duration of the transition.

62% - Part A starts animating first, • 3⁄8th of the transition duration later, part B starts animating. 
Part A stops animating 3⁄8th of the duration before the end. Part B finishes animating at the end.

50% - Part A starts animating first, finishes animating half-way through the transition, then part • 
B starts animating. This means there’s no overlap between part A and part B animation.
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A + B Duration = 100% 

A + B Duration = 88%

A + B Duration = 75%

A + B Duration = 62%

A + B Duration = 50%

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Don’t Animate A
This option doesn’t animate part A, only fades it on (if Fade In/Out % is greater than 0) using the 
timing set by the A + B Duration setting. 

The Flap Lower 4D transition uses this option to fade in the top part of a clip (part A) while the 
bottom part B spins down. A + B Duration = 100%, Don’t Animate A = On, Fade In/Out % = 15

Split Angle 

Along with the Animate Around point, the Split Angle setting determines how the clip is divided into 
A and B parts:

A | B Left then Right • - Divides the clip into two portrait-oriented parts, with A to the left of the 
Animate Around point and B to the right of the Animate Around point. If A + B Duration is set to 
less than 100%, the left part animates first, followed by the right.
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B | A Right then Left • - Divides the clip into two portrait-oriented parts, with A to the right of the 
Animate Around point and B to the left of the Animate Around point. If A + B Duration is set to 
less than 100%, the right part animates first, followed by the left.

A / B Top then Bottom • - Divides the clip into two landscape-oriented parts, with A above the 
Animate Around point and B below the Animate Around point. If A + B Duration is set to less 
than 100%, the top part animates first, followed by the bottom.

B / A Bottom then Top • - Divides the clip into two landscape-oriented parts, with A below the 
Animate Around point and B above the Animate Around point. If A + B Duration is set to less 
than 100%, the bottom part animates first, followed by the top.

Use • Custom Angle - Uses the Custom Split Angle value to divide the clip. The default value of 
209º divides a 16:9 clip diagonally, with the top left part (A) animating before the bottom left part 
(B) if A + B Duration is set to less than 100%.

B animate Opposite

These settings animate part B of the clip using opposite settings from those set in the Transform 
section.

Move Down Divide Landscape 4D Uses the B Move Opposite setting so that part B moves up 
while part A moves down, meeting in the middle. Split Angle = A / B Top then Bottom.

Mask A 
Mask B

These settings mask part A and part B so that they are only visible on their side of the Animate 
Around point. This stops them overlapping as they animate.

Move Up Divide Landscape 4D masks part A and part B so they aren’t visible until they move to 
‘their’ side of the Animate Around point. Part A and B never overlap.
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North-West Spin Divided 4D doesn’t mask part A and part B, so when they overshoot as they 
animate (because Springyness > 0), part A and part B overlap.

Lines

Destination Line
Shows a line that marks the boundary between part A and part B: where the two parts will meet if 
they are animated.

Grow Top then Grow Bottom 4D uses the Destination LIne setting. A white horizontal line fades in 
marking the boundary between the two parts, then fades out before the end of the transition.

A Line 
B Line 
Shows a line attached to each part as it animates, drawn on the edge along which the two parts 
have been divided.

Twist Join Landscape 4D uses these settings to add white lines on the edge of part A and part B 
as they animate.
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Crop

Corner 1 and Corner 2 
Co-ordinates that define the area of the screen that shows the transition. The units of 
measurement are based on the height of the project where the height = 1.0 px. If the aspect ratio 
of the project is 16:9, the ratio between width and height is 1.78:1. As the centre of the screen is 
(0,0), the values for the edge of the screen are half 1.78, 0.89 horizontally and 0.5 vertically.

In practice it is easier to use the Crop Corner on-screen controls to set these values. You can use 
the inspector to set keyframes if you want to animate the crop area over the duration of the 
transition.

Feather 
Increase this value to soften the edge of the crop area.

Show Crop 

Show a semi-transparent white area that shows visible area of the transitions. In this case, Feather 
is 25.
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